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Introduction
Russian culture and life are uniquely fascinating. Rarely has such magnificence, potential, and
wonder been so dramatically juxtaposed to such tremendous terror, poverty, and struggle. The state
has an almost mystical aura about it, simultaneously intriguing and repellant. Sharing more in
Russia’s failures than in its successes, Ukraine is deeply bound to its former communist overlord in
history and in modernity. As the world’s leading exporters of women, these two former Soviet
strongholds have perfected the merge between organized crime and human trafficking, severely
hindering national efforts to fully emerge from the shadows of the Soviet era. As the modus operandi
of regional crime syndicates continues to evolve, Russian and Ukrainian governments find
themselves either unable, or simply unwilling, to put a stop to the growing crisis.
Human Trafficking and Organized Crime
International criminal organizations dealing in human trafficking, according to the United
Nations, have an estimated profit margin of US$7 billion annually (Natashas and Turkish Men).
Russian transnational organizations, in particular, have a strictly hierarchal and protected connection
to the industry of trafficking in humans. As a result, human trafficking to, from, and through the
region goes largely unchecked. The issue has escalated to the degree that the United Nations entered
into force the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women
and Children, as a supplement to the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized
Crime. The long-winded definition provided by the drafters is an attempt to incorporate the
specifics of organized crime, but the sophistication and effectiveness of Russian crime syndicates are
hard to capture in political rhetoric.
Common conceptions rarely acknowledge the very real connection between the murky world of
organized crime and human trafficking. Instead, a pop-culture representation of trafficked victims as
young, attractive Eastern European females who are sold into sexual servitude tends to prevail. The
global community oftentimes fails to comprehend the gritty reality and utter breadth of the human
trafficking industry. In 2001, from Ukraine alone, the International Organization for Migration
estimates that 400,000 women were trafficked for exploitation, whether sexual or otherwise. In
Russia, up to seventy percent of women graduating from university cannot find employment
because organized crime groups control so much of the economy. As a result, those same educated
women, an asset to Russia’s continued development, oftentimes find themselves misled and forced
into prostitution.
The highly structured activity that characterizes crime as it is seen in Russia can be adequately
thought of as crime that is committed by criminal organizations that persist over time, and which
use systematic violence and corruption to facilitate their criminal activities. These organizations have
varying capacities to inflict economic, physical, psychological, and societal harm.
Perhaps the most important aspect of this conceptualization of organized crime is the connection
drawn between the organizations and the society in which they thrive. Further study casts greater
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light on the parasitic bond between organized crime in Ukraine and Russia, and greater society as a
whole—the syndicates drain the region of vital human resources as they traffic tens, if not hundreds
of thousands, of women into exploitative service. Human trafficking, then, is an ambition, a
financial incentive of transnational organized crime, not merely a functional byproduct of such
crime.
Attempting to Legislate Organized Crime and Human Trafficking
Russia and Ukraine both play several roles in the continued operation of the global industry of
human trafficking. Serving not only as sources for many of the millions of individuals trafficked
annually, the states also act as transit locations, a place for traffickers to bring their stock before
moving them on to a final destination. For example, Israel has singled out Russia for its role as a
transit location. Israel openly encourages the Russian government to stop individuals trafficked from
nations such as Egypt from continuing on to Israel. In recent years, publicly documented efforts
have been made to legislate the national crisis of human trafficking in an attempt to create a legal
framework in which victims can be helped and offenders punished.
Creating a legal platform from which to prosecute human trafficking in Russia and Ukraine is a
complex and potentially dangerous task. The overwhelming corruption and widespread criminal
activity that perpetuate trafficking create obstacles for combating the problem—although the law
forbids trafficking of individuals, the practice continues on what can be described as an epic scale.
The International Labour Organization estimates that one million of the workers living within
Russia are victims of forced labor. Yet despite the barriers and dangers, it is argued that some
improvements have been made through the work of the State Duma. Most notably, in 2004,
government authorities reported only twenty-six cases of human trafficking, a number that rose to
eighty in 2005. Out of these eighty cases, twenty concerned forced labor while the remainder entered
into the world of sex trafficking.
Conclusion
Human trafficking as a global phenomenon continues to receive increasing attention from the
international community. It is steadily gaining legitimacy as a cause for which to fight, although the
international legal system has yet to catch up to the desires of global activism. Trafficking of
individuals affects some regions more pervasively than others, a fact is often dependent on the
economic and social infrastructure of the troubled area. As two of the primary economic centers of
the former Soviet Union, Russia and Ukraine have both suffered their share of economic, political,
and social hardship since the collapse of communism. Incidentally, both nations have witnessed a
subsequent rise in organized crime, with powerful syndicates exerting considerable power over
various aspects of national life. In particular, the relationship between human trafficking and
organized crime presents a problem for international groups trying to fight both, as one seems to
perpetuate the other. In Russia and Ukraine, organized crime and human trafficking have a deeply
involved connection, a darker world that has repeatedly proven to be highly dangerous, equally
lucrative, and almost impossible to infiltrate.
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human trafficking industry.
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the industry of human trafficking. Specifically, it connects the drug trade controlled by
organized crime syndicates and the need to find new commodities in the face of an
international crackdown on the drug trade. It also looks at the role the fall of the Soviet
Union has played both in the increase of organized crime and the subsequent rise in
trafficking of individuals. As a study on the growing human trafficking industry, the article is
very useful in the connections it draws between trafficking itself and other aspects of
political and civil society. It forces the reader to acknowledge that trafficking is not a
problem isolated from all others--it shares sources and often results.
Yekelchyk, Serhy. 2007. Ukraine: Birth of a Modern Nation. New York: Oxford University Press.
Annotation: Similar to studying the case of Russia, understanding Ukraine’s current existence
and its history may help in fully realizing the scope of human trafficking as it relates to the
region. Yekelchyk’s recent book highlights how Ukraine has come to be as it is today, tracing
its roots through Stalinism and the Soviet collapse, up to the current place in the twenty-first
century. Human trafficking is not pinpointed as a specific issue within the context of the
study, but the book serves as a solid overview of the Ukrainian political atmosphere and how
it may lend towards the perpetuation of the industry.
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